
FORESTERS BEERS
We love our beer at The Foresters. Everything from cask ales, through Continental Lagers, American Pale Ales, 

Craft IPAs and quirky Stouts all the way to the occasional Sours and Saisons. We have visited many breweries 

over the years, and always strive to visit more and meeting the wonderful people that create these beers.

Our list is modest, but you should find something to suit your style. Some old favourites will always be 

available but our beers will be constantly evolving, tempting you to try something quirky. So keep an eye out 

and ask at the bar for what’s on and what’s coming.

CASK ALES

EAGLE IPA (3.6%)
The beer of Bedford! The aroma is of freshly sliced ripe apples. Its amber hue is 

emphasised by a tight rich head. A complex mix of bitter hops, nuts and citrus fruits.

ADNAMS GHOSTSHIP (4.5%)
All the way from Southwold on the East Coast of England. Ghost Ship Pale Ale has a 

wonderful hoppy aroma with a good assertive pithy bitterness and a malty backbone. 

WANDERING BREWER (3.7% - 4.3%)
Every month we have a new offering from The Wandering Brewer from Charles Wells, who 

is collaborating with breweries from all around the UK. Each is available for one month 

only, and when its gone, its gone. Ask your server what the latest delicious beer at the 

moment is.

GUEST ALES 
Ask at the bar for other beers that are on rotation or for a limited period only!
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FRONT BAR

AMSTEL (4.1%)
Continental lager from Amsterdam brewery founded in 1870 on the Mauritskade.

BIRRA MORETTI (4.6%) 
This Italian premium lager uses only the highest quality raw materials and a particular 

mixture of valuable hops. It is a low fermented beer that has a golden colour.

GUINNESS (4.1%)
The original Irish dry stout that originated in the brewery of Arthur Guinness (1725–1803) 

at St. James's Gate brewery in the capital city of Dublin, Ireland.

KEEP UP TO DATE WITH THE NEW BEERS WE ARE 
STOCKING BY JOINING OUR FACEBOOK PAGE
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FORESTERS BEERS
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ON THE BACK BAR

CHARLIE WELLS DRY HOP LAGER (4.7%)
A clean, refreshing golden lager made in true continental style and dry hopped during cool 

fermentation to release a fresh zesty aroma. Smooth, crisp and full of flavour. Award 

winning beer brewed in Bedford. Hops: Styrian Goldings, Galaxy & Ella.

CHARLIE WELLS TRIPLE HOP IPA (5.2%)
This well-balanced IPA is bursting with three hops sourced from around the world. A clean 

fruity aroma leads to an easy drinking, rounded beer, backed by a gentle malt sweetness. 

Award winning beer brewed in Bedford. Hops: Goldings, Galaxy & Simcoe.

APPALACHIAN IPA (4.7%)
Appalchian IPA is a delicious hoppy IPA with decent malt flavours. Part of the collaboration 

range from Fourpure and Wandering Brewer, that sees a new beer every 3 months! So get it 

while you can!

FOUNDERS ALL DAY IPA (4.7%)
American IPA style beer brewed and imported by Founders Brewing Company in Grand 

Rapids, MI

BANANA BREAD BEER (5.2%)
Something a bit special. Tropically fruity; its ripe banana flavour, emphasised by a hint of 

bitterness, comes from the addition of real Fairtrade bananas and finishes with emphatic, 

steel dryness. A unique brew. Brewed in Bedford.

IN THE FRIDGE

We have an ever changing and evolving range of craft beers in our fridge. Please check out at the bar or ask 

for more information.
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FORESTERS CIDERS
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ON THE BAR

MORTIMER’S ORCHARD (5.0%)
Deliciously refreshing medium-dry cider, made from 100% fresh English apple juice at 
Weston’s cider mill. The orchard is on the Marcle Ridge, looking down on the remains of 
Mortimer’s castle built by the real Earl of Mortimer in the 11th Century. These days rows of 
soldiers have been replaced with rows of apple trees, and finding a decent glass of cider 
is no longer a battle.

We occasionally have a Cask Cider on the bar. Keep your eyes out and ask for more information.

IN THE FRIDGE

KOPPARBERG MIXED FRUIT - 500ML (4.0%)
Delivers a delicious punch of raspberry and blackcurrant flavour. Built back in 1882, the 

Kopparberg Bryggeri remains independent.

KOPPARBERG STRAWBERRY & LIME - 500ML (4.0%)
Combining fresh strawberry flavour with the subtle taste of lime. A fermentation of apples, 

pears and the finest soft water, locally sourced in the town of Kopparberg, Sweden.

CAPLE ROAD - 330ML (5.2%) 
Full bodied dark amber sparkling cider. Oaky, smoky, with subtle notes of leather. Matured 

in both oak and steel for a refined, full-bodied flavour. From the Weston’s Cider Mill in 

Herefordshire.
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We have an ever changing and evolving range of ciders in our fridge. Please check out at the bar or ask for 

more information.
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